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Aug. 21, 1997
UM RECEIVES GRANT TO ASSIST DISABLED AMERICAN INDIANS
Missoula—
A $300,000 grant from a private foundation will enable The University o f Montana’s Rural
Institute on Disabilities to help American Indian tribes provide better personal assistance and long-term
care programs and services for tribal members with disabilities.
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation approved the grant for a three-phase, 36-month project
that will develop a new method of dealing with tribal disability issues.
More than 490,000 American Indians live with significant disabilities but most tribes lag behind
in creating services for the disabled and elderly, says Kathy Dwyer, project coordinator for American
Indian Choices.
“Our goal is to help tribes develop long-term, sustainable personal care services for tribal
members with disabilities and for elders,” says Dwyer. “Consumer choice and direction are
cornerstones o f the project.”
The majority of the 1.9 million American Indians and Alaska Natives live on state or federally
recognized reservations and tribal lands. Reservations were purposely exempted from the Americans
with Disabilities Act because of sovereignty issues, says Dwyer, but some principles o f the act may be
implemented when changing tribal code.

She says it’s crucial that tribal members be given the civil

rights protection that the ADA provides. The AIC project’s goal is to integrate this protection into
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programs and services that honor tribal sovereignty, cultural diversity and consumer choice.
An integral part of the project is the Tribal Disability Actualization model, developed by the AIC
to assist tribes in designing disability services. The model will be used by selected tribes to demonstrate
the process of developing and implementing disability services and then distributed to other tribal
governments.
The project seeks to avoid having the federal government take responsibility for long-term
support services for members with disabilities and elders, Dwyer says. Instead, American Indian tribes
will be presented with a method of dealing with disabilities within the context of their own unique
cultures.
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